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prefaceprefacepreface

A WORD FROM SLANGMAN…
TO TEACHERS & STUDENTS

Welcome to the first book in Slangman’s Street Speak series! This

new and completely updated book is 40% larger than the original

book, in full color, and contains free audio & video links to give you

more “inside” information about the way Americans really speak. And

best of all...the videos will automatically update weekly to give you

the newest and most popular slang and idioms used by everyone!

Each book in Slangman’s Street Speak series will equal years of

actually living here in the U.S. So fasten your seat belt (“Get ready for

something exciting!”) and check out (“take a look at”) all the words

you may not have been able to understand before… until now!

To hear the audio track, just click on the play button

below the listening icon and you’ll be off and running

(=”ready to begin”)!

One of the great things about using YouTube® or Vimeo® with the Slangman

videos is that you can slow down the video and audio. That way you can clearly

understand every new word and all those typical reductions and contractions.

Then, play it back again faster… and faster until you understand everything easily!

The diagram above shows you how.

To watch Slangman explain more, simply click on
the icon that says “More on SlangmanTV,” and

you’ll be off to the races (= “ready to begin”)!

AVAILABLE WITH THE PREMIUM & DELUXE EBOOKS ONLY AVAILABLE WITH THE DELUXE EBOOKS ONLY

audio&videoprograms!
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One of the most

important parts of any

language is to be able

to understand what

you hear. Just click

the play button and

you’ll hear the

section.

These exercises

reinforce visual

recognition of the

slang terms and

idioms presented

throughout this

book.

These oral exercises

are designed to

help you to begin

speaking and

thinking like a

native.

EXPLANATIONOFICONS

These exercises

include fill-ins,

crossword puzzles,

word matches and

many other fun

word games to help

you use the new

terms in context.

More information about

this topic explained by a

quick video of

Slangman!

AVAILABLE WITH THE PREMIUM

& DELUXE EBOOKS ONLY

AVAILABLE WITH THE

DELUXE EBOOKS ONLY
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1. Don’t get so upset! Get a grip!

“get a grip” means: . . . . . . . . . � leave me alone . . . . . . . . . � get control of your emotions

2. I can’t believe Nancy crashed my party!

“crashed my party” means: . . . . . � drove to my party . . . . . . . � came to my party uninvited

3. Rob seems a little upset. What’s up with him?

“what’s up with” means: . . . . . . � what’s wrong with . . . . . . . � who is that

4. Why did you invite Joe to your party? He’s such a party pooper!

“party pooper” means:. . . . . . . . � negative person . . . . . . . . � happy person

5. Steve is such a party animal! He goes to a different party every night!

“party animal” means:. . . . . . . . � animal who wears party hats . � lover of parties

6. David is very muscular because he’s been working out for years. He’s a real hottie!

“hottie” means: . . . . . . . . . . . . � crazy person . . . . . . . . . . � sexy person

7. You drove down that one-way street against traffic?! No way!

“no way” means:. . . . . . . . . . . � that’s wonderful . . . . . . . . � that’s impossible

8. That story can’t be true. Are you messing with me?

“messing with me” means: . . . . . � disagreeing with me. . . . . . . � kidding me

9. What a great party! I’m having a blast!

“having a blast” means: . . . . . . . � terribly bored . . . . . . . . . . � having a great time

10. Check out that dress. Isn’t it ugly?

“check out” means:. . . . . . . . . . � look at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . � don’t look at

11. I’m not inviting Diane to my party. I can’t stand her.

“can’t stand” means:. . . . . . . . . � really like . . . . . . . . . . . . � really dislike

12. I’m not inviting Paul to my party. He really bugs me!

“bugs me” means: . . . . . . . . . . � makes me laugh . . . . . . . . � annoys me

MATCH THE PICTURES (Answers on p. 213)

As a fun way to get started, see if you can guess the meaning of the idioms and slang words in red by
reading each sentence below along with its corresponding numbered illustration.

10 11

12

LET’S WARM UP!LET’S WARM UP!
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A. DIALOGUE USING SLANG & IDIOMS

— Debbie and Becky are attending a party —

Debbie: I don’t know why I let you convince me to come here. I hate parties.

Becky: Would you get a grip? Don’t be such a party pooper! This is going to be

a blast!

Debbie: Oh, I forgot… you’re such a party animal! Oh, no. Check out who just crashed the

party. Sheila Hampton. I can’t stand her. She always criticizes me about the way I dress.

That girl really bugs me!

Becky: She should look in the mirror some time! I mean, what’s up with her hair?!

Debbie: No way! Isn’t that Ernie Milton?!

Becky: Are you messing with me? That’s Ernie Milton?! He’s turned into such a hottie! I can’t

believe how much he has changed in just a year!

LET’S TALK!LET’S TALK!

The words introduced on the previous two pages are used in
the following dialogue and illustrated in the long picture above.
Can you understand the conversation and find the illustration
that corresponds to the slang? Note: The translation of the
words in boldface is on the right-hand page.
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— Debbie and Becky are attending a party —

Debbie: I don’t know why I let you convince me to come here. I hate parties.

Becky: Would you get control of your emotions? Don’t be such a negative person!

This is going to be a great time!

Debbie: Oh, I forgot… you’re such a partier! Oh, no. Take a look at who just came to the

party without an invitation. Sheila Hampton. I can’t tolerate her. She always

criticizes me about the way I dress. That girl really annoys me!

Becky: She should look in the mirror some time! I mean, what’s wrong with her hair?!

Debbie: That’s impossible! Isn’t that Ernie Milton?

Becky: Are you teasing me! That’s Ernie Milton?! He’s turned into such a sexy person! I can’t

believe how much he has changed in just a year!

LET’S SEE HOW MUCH YOU REMEMBER!
Just for fun, bounce around in random order to the words and
expressions in boldface below. See if you can remember their
slang equivalents without looking at the left-hand page!

B. DIALOGUE translated INto STANDARD ENGLISH

LET’S TALK!LET’S TALK!
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C. DIALOGUE USING “REAL SPEAK”

The dialogue below demonstrates how the slang conversation
on the previous page would really be spoken by native speakers!

— Debbie ’n Becky’er attending a pardy —

Debbie: I dunno why I letchu convince me da come here. I hate pardies.

Becky: Would’ja ged a grip? Don’t be such a pardy pooper! This’ez gonna be a blast!

Debbie: Oh, I fergot… y’r such a pardy animal! Oh, no. Check oud ’oo jus’ crashed the

pardy. Sheila Hampton. I can’t stand her. She ahways cridicizes me about the way

I dress. That girl really bugs me!

Becky: She should look ’n the mirrer some time! I mean, what’s up w’th ’er hair?!

Debbie: No way! Isn’t that Ernie Milton?!

Becky: Are you messing w’th me? That’s Ernie Milton?! He’s turned inta such a hoddie! I can’t

b’lieve how much ’e’s changed ’n just a year!
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A. WHA’DID THEY SAY? (Answers on p. 213)

Match the sentence in “Real Speak” with the standard
English translation by checking the appropriate box.

B. DID’JA OR DIDN’CHU?
Read the question or statement out loud from Column
1 with the response from Column 2. Then start again
using the short version response from Column 3.

1. What did’ja do?

� a. What do you do?
� b. What did you do?

2. I want’cha to leave.

� a. I want you to leave.
� b. I want to chew a leaf.

3. Didn’cha finish your homework?

Not’chet.

� a. Didn’t you finish your homework?
Not yet.

� b. Didn’t you finish your homework?
No Chet.

4. Why don’cha get’cher

car fixed?

� a. Why don’t you get your car fixed?
� b. Why don’t you get her car fixed?

5. Is that’cher book?

� a. Is that your book?
� b. Is that chair broken?

6. Did’ja eat’chet? No, did’ju?

� a. Did you eat yet?
No, did you?

� b. Did you cheat, Chet?
No, did you?

but!

No. Did you? = No. Did’ ?ju

Did and have fun at the party? = Did’ and Nancy have fun at the party?you Nancy ju

When stressed (meaning that the voice goes up), it is pronounced :isyou ju

Also, when is preceded by and is part ofyou did

a compound subject, it is pronounced :ju

LET’S USE “REAL SPEAK”!LET’S USE “REAL SPEAK”!
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blast (to have a) exp. to have a great time.

example: We had a blast at the amusement park! We stayed there
all day and night!

translation: We had a great time at the amusement park! We
stayed there all day and night!

“real speak”:

spoken:

We had a blast ’it the amusement park! We stayed there
all day ’n night!

Variation: blast (to be a) exp. to be a lot of fun, to be exciting.

Synonym: ball (to have a) exp.

NOW DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

It was a blast going to…

bug someone (to) exp. to annoy someone.

example: Every time my aunt comes to visit, she criticizes me about
the way I wear my hair. She really bugs me!

translation: Every time my aunt comes to visit, she criticizes me about
the way I wear my hair. She really annoys me!

”real speak”: Ev’ry time my aunt comes ta visit, she cridicizes me about
the way I wear my hair. She really bugs me!

Synonym 1: drive someone crazy (to) exp.

Synonym 2: get on someone’s nerves (to) exp.

Synonym 3: get under someone’s skin (to) exp.

Synonym 4: rub someone the wrong way (to) exp.

Synonym 5: work someone’s last good nerve (to) exp.

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

It really bugs me when…

check out someone/something (to) exp. to look at someone/something unusual or interesting.

example: Check out the new dress Irene is wearing! I’ve never
seen anything like it!

translation: Look at the new dress Irene is wearing! I’ve never seen
anything like it!

“real speak”: Check out the new dress Irene’s wearing! I’ve never
seen anything like it!

Synonym 1: get a load of someone/something (to) exp.

Synonym 2: feast one’s eyes on something (to) exp. (upon
presenting a delicious food) • Feast your eyes on this!

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

Check out that…

vocabulary
The following words and expressions were used in the previous
dialogues. Let’s take a closer look at what they mean.
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crash a party (to) exp. to go to a party (wedding, concert, or any other event) without an invitation.

example: I don’t recognize those people over there. I can’t believe
they crashed my party!

translation: I don’t recognize those people over there. I can’t believe
they came to my party without an invitation!

“real speak”: I don’t recognize those people over there. I can’t believe
they crashed my pardy!

Variation: party crasher exp. one who goes to a party uninvited.

Note: The movie entitled Wedding Crashers (2005) and its
sequel, Wedding Crashers 2 (2017), are about two
men who go to wedding receptions without an invitation.

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

Last week, I crashed a…

get a grip (to) exp. to get control of one’s emotions.

example: I’ve never seen you so upset! If you don’t get a grip,
you’re going to get an ulcer!

translation: I’ve never seen you so upset! If you don’t get control of

your emotions, you’re going to get an ulcer!

“real speak”: I’ve never seen you so upset! If ya don’t ged a grip, yer
gonna ged ’n ulcer!

Note: This expression refers to someone who is so upset that
he/she needs “to get a grip” on his/her emotions.

Variation: get a grip on oneself (to) exp.

Synonym 1: a hold of oneself (to get) exp.

Synonym 2: chill / chill out / take a chill pill (to) exp.

Synonym 3: get it together (to) exp.

Synonym 4: get one’s act together (to) exp.

Synonym 5: pull oneself together (to) exp.

Synonym 6: simmer down (to) exp.

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

Get a grip and stop…

hottie n. sexy person (either male or female).

example: David used to be very thin and weak. Now he’s become a
real hottie!

translation: David used to be very thin and weak. Now he’s become a
real sexy person!

“real speak”: David usta be very thin ’n weak. Now ’e’s become a real
hoddie!

Synonym 1: he-man n.

Synonym 2: hunk n.

Synonym 3: macho-man n.

Synonym 4: stud n. / muscle stud n.

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

...is a real hottie!
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mess with someone (to) exp. to tease or kid someone.

example: I think Joe was messing with you when he said he has
ten children. He just wanted to see your reaction.

translation: I think Joe was teasing you when he said he has ten
children. He just wanted to see your reaction.

“real speak”: I think Joe w’z messing w’th ya when ’e said ’e has ten
children. He jus’ wan’ed ta see yer reaction.

Synonym 1: blow smoke (to) exp.

Synonym 2: fake someone out (to) exp.

Synonym 3: play head games with someone (to) exp.

Synonym 4: play with someone (to) exp.

Synonym 5: pull someone’s leg (to) exp.

Synonym 6: toy with someone (to) exp.

Synonym 7: yank/pull someone’s chain (to) exp.

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

Susan was messing with me when she said…

“No way!” interj. • 1. Absolutely not! • 2. That’s impossible!

example 1: Lend you money? No way! The last time you borrowed
money from me, you never paid me be back!

translation: Lend you money? Absolutely not! The last time you
borrowed money from me, you never paid me back!

“real speak”: Lend’ja money? No way! The las’ time ya borrowed
money fr’m me, ya never paid me back!

example 2: Todd just bought a new BMW?! No way! He doesn’t
have any money!

translation: Todd just bought a new BMW?! That’s impossible! He
doesn’t have any money!

“real speak”: Todd jus’ bawd a new BMW?! No way! He doesn’ have
any money!

Note: The difference between definitions 1. and 2. simply
depends on the context.

Synonym: “Get real!” interj.

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

You just found ...?! No way!

party animal exp. one who loves to go to parties often.

example: I don’t know how Don functions at work. He’s such a
party animal and never sleeps!

translation: I don’t know how Don functions at work. He’s such a
lover of parties and never sleeps!

“real speak”: I dunno how Don functions ’it work. He’s such a pardy

animal ’n never sleeps!

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

The biggest party animal I know is…
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party pooper exp. someone who is generally negative and ruins everyone else’s fun.

example: You invited Chad to your birthday party? Why?! He’s such
a party pooper!

translation: You invited Chad to your birthday party? Why?! He’s such
a negative person!

“real speak”: You invided Chad ta yer birthday pardy? Why?! He’s such
a pardy pooper!

Synonym 1: buzzkill exp. Note that buzzed is slang for a mild state of
inebriation where you’re just starting to feel carefree. So, a
buzzkill is someone who ruins your joyful state.

Synonym 2: downer n. (Note that a variation is Debbie Downer.
Although it’s a girls name, it can be said when referring to a
guy when used in jest.)

Synonym 3: killjoy exp.

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

…is such a party pooper because…

unable to stand someone (to be) exp. to be unable to tolerate someone; to dislike.

example: I can’t stand our new math teacher. She always gives us
homework on the weekend.

translation: I can’t tolerate our new math teacher. She always gives
us homework on the weekend.

“real speak”: I can’t stand ’ar new math teacher. She always gives us
homework on the weekend.

Synonym: unable to stomach someone (to be) exp.

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

I can’t stand Carl because…

“What’s up with...?” exp. “What’s the problem with…” “What’s wrong with…”

example: What’s up with your brother? He looks really upset
about something!

translation: What’s the problem with your brother? He looks
really upset about something!

“real speak”: What’s up with yer brother? He looks really upsed
about something!

Synonym 1: “What’s with...?” exp.

Synonym 2: “What’s the deal with...?” exp. / Also: “What’s

his/her deal?”

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

What’s up with...?

?
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A. CONTEXT EXERCISE (Answers on p. 213)

Read the short conversations. Decide whether the slang used
makes sense or doesn’t make sense. Circle your answer.

MAKES SENSE DOESN’T MAKE SENSE

– Did you have fun at the party?

– Yes. I had a blast!

MAKES SENSE DOESN’T MAKE SENSE

–Bob is so unattractive!

–I know. He’s such a hottie!

MAKES SENSE DOESN’T MAKE SENSE

– I’m so upset!

– Get a grip. You need to relax.

MAKES SENSE DOESN’T MAKE SENSE

?

MAKES SENSE DOESN’T MAKE SENSE

– What’s up with Steve?

– He’s nervous about his grades.

MAKES SENSE DOESN’T MAKE SENSE

– I can’t stand Harriet!

– I like her, too!

MAKES SENSE DOESN’T MAKE SENSE

– I don’t recognize that woman.

– I think she crashed our party!

MAKES SENSE DOESN’T MAKE SENSE

– My mother is a skydiver.

– You’re messing with me!

MAKES SENSE DOESN’T MAKE SENSE

– Is David your best friend?

– Yes! He really bugs me!

1 2 3

654

987

– Check out that clown fish!

– I can’t. I don’t have a library card.
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B. CHOOSE THE RIGHT WORD (Answers on p. 213)

Underline the word that best completes the phrase.

1. Why are you so (happy, relaxed, upset)? I think you
need to get a grip!

2. David is so (thin, muscular, fat). What a hottie!

3. You won a million dollars? Are you (cussing, fussing, messing) with me?

4. I had a (bang, blast, boom) at the party. It was so much fun!

5. What’s (up, down, over) with the boss? He’s been screaming at people all
morning.

6. Did you check (in, out, up) that guy’s haircut? It looks terrible.

7. Ed looks tired all the time because he’s such a party (fish, bird, animal).

8. I can’t stand Susan. She’s always so (nice, helpful, mean) to me.

9. My little sister asks me questions all the time! Sometimes she really (bugs, insects, rodents) me!

10. That’s your father? (Yes, No, Maybe) way! He looks so young!

1. _____________________ with Tom? He’s been in a bad mood all day.

2. I’ve never seen you so upset! __________________!

3. Nancy gave birth to twins and she didn’t even know she was pregnant?! I don’t believe it. Are
you _____________________?

4. My brother borrowed my car again without asking. That really ___________ me!

5. I had a _____________ at the amusement park!

6. I ___________________ our new math teacher. She gives us so much homework every weekend!

7. Carol asked you if she could borrow money again? ______________! She borrows money from
you every week!

8. You never want to go with us anywhere! Sometimes you’re such a party ____________ .

9. Mike used to be so ugly, but he’s turned into a real ________________ .

C. COMPLETE THE PHRASE
Complete the phrase by choosing
the appropriate words from the list
below. Use each answer only once.

(Answers on p. 213)

get a grip

messing with me

bugs

blast

no way

can’t stand

pooper

what’s up

hottie



Yeah. [use: ]what’s up with10. Did you notice what happened to Steve’s eye?

Yeah. [use: ]hottie1. Do you think that Joe works out at the gym often?

Nah. [use: ]crashed a party3. Did you stay home and study last night?

Nah. [use: ]messing with you4. You won a million dollars?! Are you serious?

Yeah. [use: ]get a grip5. Did you notice how upset Jim is today?

Yeah. [use: ]bugs me6. Did the teacher give you homework over the weekend?

Yeah. [use: ]check it out7. Did you see that diamond necklace Cindy is wearing?

Nah. [use: ]no way8. Did you know Kim is pregnant?

Yeah. [use: ]had a blast9. Did you have a good time at the carnival?

PERSONA

Nah. [use: ]can’t stand2. Do you like Stephanie?

PERSONb

13
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D. IS IT “YES” OR IS IT “NO”?
(Answers on p. 213)

Read Person A’s questions aloud followed by
the correct response from Person B. Use the
suggested words to create your answer.
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Popular Idioms, Slang & Jargon Having to do with: A PartyA Party
EXERCISES FOR THIS SECTION ARE IN THE WORKBOOK

bring down a party (to) exp. said of a person
who is so negative and depressing that he/she
lowers the energy and excitement of a party.

example: During the party, Lee kept talking
about how she quit her job, crashed
her car, and lost her dog. She sure
knows how to bring down a

party!

translation: During the party, Lee kept talking
about how she quit her job, crashed
her car, and lost her dog. She sure
knows how to lower the energy

and excitement of a party!

“real speak”: During the pardy, Lee kep’ talking
about how she quid ’er job, crashed
’er car, an’ lost ’er dog. She sher
knows how da bring down a

pardy!

Note: The name “Lee” can be used for a
man or woman.

costume party exp. a social gathering where the
guests dress in costume.

example: At Joe’s costume party, I went as
Frankenstein.

translation: At Joe’s social gathering where

everyone came in costume,
I went as Frankenstein.

“real speak”: At Joe’s costume pardy, I wen’
’ez Frankenstein.

Synonym: masquerade party exp.

dance the night away (to) exp. to dance all
night.

example: Kristen’s birthday party was great!
Everyone had the best time! We all
danced the night away!

translation: Kristen’s birthday party was great!
Everyone had the best time! We all
danced all night!

“real speak”: Kristen’s birthday pardy w’z
great! Ev’ryone had the bes’ time!
We all dance’ the nide away!

drink up (to) phrV. to drink as much as one
wants.

example: Drink up! It’s your birthday!

translation: Drink all you want! It’s your
birthday!

“real speak”: Drink up! It’s yer birthday!

farewell party exp. a party in honor of someone
who is leaving (such as on a vacation, after
quitting a job, etc.).

example: John is going to be so surprised
when he finds out we’re giving him
a farewell party! I hope he
enjoys retirement!

translation: John is going to be so surprised
when he finds out we’re giving him
a party because he’s leaving!
I hope he enjoys retirement!

“real speak”: John’s gonna to be so saprised
when ’e fin’s out w’r givin’ ’im a
farewell pardy! I hope ’e enjoys
retirement!

Synonym: goodbye party exp.

VVTTSLANGMANSLANGMAN
®

More on...
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guilty party exp. a person (or people)
responsible for doing something illegal or unkind.

example: Someone broke Michelle’s
computer at her party. And I think I
know who the guilty party is!

translation: Someone broke Michelle’s
computer at her party. And I think I
know who the person

responsible is!

“real speak”: Someone broke Michelle’s
c’mpuder ad ’er pardy. An’ I think I
know who the guilty pardy is!

hangover n. a severe headache caused by
drinking an excess of alcohol.

example: Shhh! Not so loud! I have the worst
hangover from the party last night!

translation: Shhh! Not so loud! I have the worst
headache from drinking at the
party last night!

“real speak”: Shhh! Not so loud! I ’ave the worst
hangover fr’m the pardy las’ night!

housewarming party exp. a celebration in
honor of someone’s new home.

example: Now that you’ve moved into your
new home, we should invite all
your friends over for a
housewarming party!

translation: Now that you’ve moved into your
new home, we should invite all
your friends over for a party to

celebrate your new home!

“real speak”: Now th’t chu’ve moved inda yer
new home, we should invide all yer
frenz over fer a housewarming

pardy!

Variation: home warming n.

in full swing (to be) exp. said of a party that is
at the height of activity.

example 1: You want to leave now?! But the
party is in full swing!

translation: You want to leave now?! But the
party is at the height of

activity!

“real speak”: Ya wanna leave now?! B’t the
pardy’s ’n full swing!

invite n. short for “invitation.”

example 1: If you’re free next Saturday, I’d love
for you to come to my party. I’ll
send you an invite!

translation: If you’re free next Saturday, I’d love
for you to come to my party. I’ll
send you an invitation!

“real speak”: If y’r free nex’ Sadurday, I’d love fer
ya da come da my pardy. A’ll sen’ ja
’n invite!

let one’s hair down (to) exp. to behave in an
uninhibited manner.

example: You’re always working. You need to
go out with us and dance! Let

your hair down!

translation: You’re always working. You need to
go out with us and dance! Behave

in an uninhibited manner!

“real speak”: Y’r ahways working. Ya need da go
out w’th us ’n dance! Let cher

hair down!

Synonym: to cut loose (to) exp.

life of the party (to be the) exp. A lively,
amusing person who is the center of attention at a
social gathering.

example: We should invite Stewart to dinner.
He’s always the life of the party!

translation: We should invite Stewart to dinner.
He’s always such an amusing

person at social events!

“real speak”: We should ’nvite Stewart ta dinner.
He’s ahways the life ’a the

pardy!

Note: The Life of the Party – a 2018
movie about a middle-aged mother
(Melissa McCarthy) who returns to
college to complete her degree.
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party (to) v. 1. to go to parties; 2. to do drugs.

example: Do you like to party? I do it every
chance I get!

translation: Do you like to go to parties / do

drugs? I do it every chance I get!

“real speak”: Do you like to party? I do it every
chance I get!

Note: This is a dangerous word because it
has two very different meanings!
The difference all depends on the
delivery, and intention, of the
speaker. If you’re not sure about the
meaning or implication, ask!

Synonym 1: party hard (to) exp.

Synonym 2: party hardy (to) exp. Note that
hardy is actually an American “Real
Speak” spelling of hearty (meaning
“enthusiastically”) in order for the
two words to rhyme. The rhyme
wouldn’t exist using a British accent!

party of [number] exp. group of (used to
indicate the number of seats that will be
occupied at a location).

example: Host: Welcome to David’s
Eatery. How many are in your
party?

Customer: We’re a party of six.

Host: The wait time will be
twenty minutes.

translation: Host: Welcome to David’s
Eatery. How many are in your
party?

Customer: We’re a group of six.

Host: The wait time will be twenty
minutes.

“real speak”: Host: Welcome ta David’s Eadery.
How many ’er in yer pardy?

Customer: We’re a pardy ’ev six.

Host: The wait time’ll be twen’y
minutes.

“Party’s over!” exp. “Your illegal activity is
over!” (used in televison crime shows).

example: Freeze! Put down your guns!
Party’s over!

translation: Don’t move! Put down your guns!
Your illegal activity is over!

“real speak”: Freeze! Put down yer guns!
Pardy’s over!

Note: “Freeze!” is a popular slang
command meaning “Don’t move!”

pool party exp. a gathering where everyone is
invited to eat and swim.

example: Now that you got your pool
installed, are you going to have a
pool party?

translation: Now that you got your pool
installed, are you going to have a
gathering where people can

eat and swim?

“real speak”: Now th’t chu’ve got cher pool
installed, ya gonna have a pool

pardy?

ring in the new year (to) exp. to celebrate the
beginning of the new year.

example: Let’s all get together on New Year’s
Eve and ring in the new year

together!

translation: Let’s all get together on New Year’s
Eve and celebrate the

beginning of the new year

together!

“real speak”: Let’s all get tagether on New Year’s
Eve ’n ring in the new year

dagether!

R.S.V.P. or RSVP exp. initials added to the
bottom of an invitation which stand for the French
phrase, Répondez s’il vous plaît, meaning
“Respond please” – this informs the guest to let the
host know whether or not he/she will be attending
the event.

example: Make sure to add an RSVP at the
bottom of your wedding invitations,
so that you know exactly how many
people will be coming.
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translation: Make sure to add a confirmation

of attendance at the bottom of
your wedding invitations, so that
you know exactly how many people
will be coming.

“real speak”: Make sher da add ’n RSVP ’it the
boddom ’ev yer wedding
invitations, so th’t cha know exac’ly
how many people’ll be coming.

Note 1: RSVP is also used as a verb
meaning, “to let the host know
whether or not you’ll be attending
the event.”

example:

I forgot to RSVP to Carol’s party!

translation:

I forgot to send a confirmation

of attendance to Carol’s party!

“real speak”:

I fergot ta RSVP da Carol’s pardy!

shindig n. an informal but elaborate party or dance.

example: Wow! This is some shindig!
Jessica really knows how to throw a
party!

translation: Wow! This is some elaborate

event! Jessica really knows how to
throw a party!

“real speak”: Wow! This ‘ez some shindig!
Jessica really knows how da throw
a pardy!

shower n. (a shortened version of bridal shower)
a pre-wedding celebration in honor of the bride
where female guests bring gifts.

example: Irene got some great gifts at her
shower! It’s hard to believe she’ll
be married in just two days!

translation: Irene got some great gifts at her
pre-wedding celebration! It’s
hard to believe she’ll be married in
just two days!

“real speak”: Irene got s’m great gifts ad ’er
shower! It’s hard da believe she’ll
be married ’n jus’ two days!

Also: baby shower exp. a party for an
expectant mother where she is
given presents for her or for her
baby.

slumber party exp. a party, most commonly held
by children or teenagers, where guests are invited
to spend the night, usually in sleeping bags.

example: Were you invited to Nancy’s
slumber party? Her living room
can fit twenty sleeping bags!

translation: Were you invited to Nancy’s party

where everyone is going to

spend the night? Her living room
can fit twenty sleeping bags!

“real speak”: Were you invided ta Nancy’s
slumber pardy? Her living room
c’n fit twen’y sleeping bags!

Note: The noun slumber means “sleep”
but typically only used in the
expression above.

snooze fest exp. a bore (said of a really boring
event such as a party, lecture, movie, person, etc.)

example: Cindy is a real snooze fest!
She never has anything interesting
to say!

translation: Cindy is a real bore! She never has
anything interesting to say!

“real speak”: Cindy is a real snooze fest! She
never has anything interesting
to say!

Variation: snoozer n.

Note: snooze (to) v. slang for “to sleep” /
snooze n. nap.

Synonym: crashing bore exp.

social butterfly exp. a very outgoing person
who loves going to events to socialize and meet
people.

example: Karen is such a social butterfly!
If there’s a big event somewhere,
she’ll be there!
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translation: Karen is such an outgoing person

who loves going to events to

socialize and meet people! If
there’s a big event somewhere,
she’ll be there!

“real speak”: Karen’s such a social budderfly!
If there’s a big event somewhere,
she’ll be there!

Variation: Also seen as quite the social

butterfly: Karen goes from party to

party every night. She’s quite the

social butterfly! Remember, when
modifying a noun, such is followed
by the indefinite article a and quite

is followed by the definite article
the.

stag party exp. a celebration held for a man
shortly before his wedding day, attended by his
male friends only.

example: Can you believe Emily crashed her
fiancé’s stag party? He must have
been so embarrassed!

translation: Can you believe Emily went without

being invited to her fiancé’s
pre-wedding party for men

only? He must have been so
embarrassed!

“real speak”: C’n ya b’lieve Emily crashed ’er
fiancé’s stag pardy? He must’a
been so embarrassed!

Synonym: bachelor party exp.

surprise party exp. a party that is secretly
planned for someone.

example: My wife gave me a surprise

party for my birthday! All my
friends were there!

translation: My wife gave me a party that

was planned secretly for my
birthday! All my friends were there!

“real speak”: My wife gay’me a saprise pardy

fer my birthday! All my friends were
there!

tailgate party exp. a social event where food and
drinks are served from the open tailgate of a car.

example: Before the football game, we all had
a tailgate party in the parking lot.
It was a blast!

translation: Before the football game, we all had
a party where food and drinks

were served from the open

tailgate of our car in the parking
lot. It was a so much fun!

“real speak”: B’fore the football game, we all had
a tailgate pardy ’n the parking
lot. It w’z a blast!

throw a party (to) exp. to hold a social
gathering with music, drinks, and dancing.

example: Let’s throw a party for Nick to
congratulate him on his new job!

translation: Let’s hold a social gathering

with music, drinks, and

dancing for Nick to congratulate
him on his new job!

“real speak”: Let’s throw a pardy fer Nick ta
c’ngradjalade ’im on ’is new job!

whoop it up (to) phrV. to go to a party and
celebrate with complete abandon.

example: Vicki loves to whoop it up on the
weekends!

translation: Vicki loves to party with

complete abandon on the
weekends!

“real speak”: Vicki loves ta whoop id up on the
weekenz!
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IDIOMS & SLANG FOR “DRUNK”

as drunk as a skunk exp.

blasted adj.

blitzed adj.

bombed adj.

buzzed adj.

cooked adj.

dead drunk exp.

feeling no pain exp.

fried adj.

had a few too many exp.

hammered adj.

hosed adj.

krunk / crunk adj. comes
from “crazy drunk.”

liquored up exp.

loaded adj.

messed up adj.

plastered adj.

ripped adj.

toasted adj.

trashed adj.

wasted adj.

wrecked adj.

under the influence exp.

comes from “under the influence
of alcohol.”

Note: DUI (pronounced
D-U-I) a serious
criminal offense
received when one is
found “Driving Under
the Influence.”

Variation: DWI (pronounced
D-W-I) meaning
“Driving While
Intoxicated.”

DesignatedDriver

IDIOMS & SLANG FOR “SOBER”

cold sober exp. totally sober.

Also: stone cold sober exp. completely and
totally sober.

designated driver exp. the person who
volunteers not to drink so he/she can drive friends
to a destination safely.

on the wagon (to be) exp. said of a person
who no longer drinks alcohol.

Antonym: fall off the wagon (to) exp. to
start drinking again after quitting.

sworn off alcohol (to be) exp. to have
permanently stopped drinking alcohol.

teetotaler n. a person who does not drink
alcohol.
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